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We believe that window decoration should be beautiful, timeless, easy to use and maintain. Set the 

light and mood in your home with ease, and enjoy the opulence our shutters bring into your space. 

MYT Shutters is designed to last. Their excellent durability and simple operating methods make them a 

lifetime contribution to any interior or exterior in your home or business. Shutters bring all the benefits 

of full control over light, privacy and airflow, while adding elegance and luxury into your space. 

They are the perfect window covering solution for practically any size or shape window.

Explore the different possibilities in this brochure, or experience it in person in one of our showrooms. 

For more information, visit mytshutters.com.

 

Empowering you to take control 
of the natural light in your space
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MYT Shutters is an Australian owned and operated brand, 

running our own factory in Sydney and in China. Australian 

installers and consumers have been choosing MYT Shutters 

for years, based on our superior and unrivalled paint finish. 

With our own manufacturing capabilities, we are the 

only one to focus 100% on shutters and control the entire 

innovation process, from start to finish. 

We are now a dedicated and international company of over 

300 employees, with teams in Australia, Europe and China. 

We strive to always bring you the best quality shutters and 

personalised expert solutions for all your shutter needs.

Who we are 
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Only waterbased paints

30+ standard painted and stained colours

Stressed beach look with our Paulownia Rustic series

Custom colours available on request 

●

●

● 

●

The colour palette of your interior will determine the setting and ambiance of your 

home, so choosing the right colour for your shutters is essential. At MYT Shutters 

we always have the latest trendy colours available. We only use the highest quality 

waterbased paints and stains to achieve the best finish. Whether you choose a rich black 

for a modern look, or an oiled Cedar shutter for a natural and elegant style, our MYT 

specialists can advise you on all the options available to you. 

Designer colours leading the 
latest trends in the industry
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Timber

Our timber collection consists of Basswood, 

Western Red Cedar and Paulownia. Each of 

them have their own unique characteristics 

and charm and are the most versatile in terms 

of colour, design and shaped options. The 

benefits are boundless. From a hardwood such 

as Basswood with a straight and fine grain, or a 

Rustic Paulownia for a stressed beach or Hampton 

style look, to a prestigious Cedar with its natural 

warm colours. Our timber shutters have excellent 

thermal and acoustic properties and remain the 

most popular choice of shutters for everyone. 

BASSWOOD PAULOWNIACEDAR

Interior only

Light weight, hard wood

Extremely dimensionally stable

Satin smooth finish

Painted or stained colour options

Interior and Exterior

Most exclusive timber

Great for wet areas

Excellent for very large panels 

Lacquered or Oiled colour options 

Interior only

Unique open wood grain

Rustic beach look

Great for humid areas

Painted or Rustic colour options

 

 

Basswood | 89mm blades in Black Paulownia Rustic | 89mm blades in Dove Grey Cedar | 89mm blades Oiled
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Polymer shutters | 89mm blades in Avalanche

Polymer

Made from our own MYT superior formulated polymers

Impervious to humidity or moisture

Most stable compared to others and great for insulation

Hypoallergenic and fire retardant

Reinforced Stiles and Blades

●
● 
●
●
●

Transform your home with our exclusive Polymer shutters. 

MYT Shutters create our very own Polymer formula, and used in 

combination with our re-designed exclusive Aluminium core that 

makes our Polymer shutter the most dimensionally stable in the world. 

MYT’s Polymer is visually indistinguishable from Timber, and will add 

elegance and timelessness to any room in your home. Easy to care for, 

and great for areas with high humidity such as bathrooms or kitchens.

Polymer shutters | 89mm blades in Arctic WhitePolymer shutters | 89mm blades in China Doll

Polymer shutters | 89mm blades in Vivid White
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Our extrusions are the strongest on the market

Scratch resistant textured powder-coated finish

10 year warranty on powder-coating 

6 standard colours and custom colours upon request

Optional locks are a great deterrent against intruders

Special shaped panels available

●
●
● 
●
●
●

Aluminium

Strong, durable, resistant to water and high temperatures. Our 

Aluminium shutters are perfect for any outdoor space. They are 

robust without compromising on elegance or style. Custom made 

with precision and care, our Aluminium shutter range adds an 

industrial, yet classic look to any home or business.

Aluminium Shaped shutters  | 89mm blades in Black M100 Motorised Louvre Roof System | in White

Aluminium shutters | 89mm blades in Pearl White Aluminium shutters | 89mm blades in Pearl White
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Choosing MYT Shutters means you 

have made a conscious decision 

based on overall quality and service 

knowing we will provide you with the 

best product on the market. We offer 

a 15 year structural warranty, along 

with a 5-10 year paint warranty on all 

of our products because we believe 

in the quality we deliver. Our 100% 

focus on shutters allows us to be 

completely dedicated in providing 

you with the perfect window 

covering solution, always custom 

made specifically for you.

Why us?

Basswood shutters  | 89mm blades in Avalanche

Cedar shutters  | 89mm blades in Lacquered finish Polymer shutters  | 89mm blades in Parchment
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+61 (0)417 738 760

8 / 65 Jardine Drive

Redland Bay, QLD, 4164

Australia

Showroom QLD

WWW.MYTSHUTTERS .COM

Proudly distributed by: 

Unit 3, 5 Stanton Road

Seven Hills, NSW, 2147

Australia +61 1300 794 138

Head office & showroom NSW


